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structure at site has a flat, squarish area around it, and 
is separated from surrounding structures, if any, by considerabl. 
space. The general site location is urban. The surface of the 
open area seems level but regularly bumpy. Color is somewhat 
beige--dirty white--from soot in the air. The structure is tall, 
but more wide than tall. There are wide, slightly curving stairs 
at the entrance~ the structure is flat on top, has windows that 
are regularly spaced and square; there are spaces of grey color 
on the structure. There is a rounded, circumferential feel to 
the structure; it is several floors tall, but you havs to be 
inside to go to other floors. Located not far from water where 
there is also green grass and trees. Not far away, but not 
really close either is another structure that is whitish, 
rounded, and seems to have columns or legs, or supports or 
something. There are rectangUlar parts to this second structure, 
but it seems unconnected to the first structure. This one is 
more open to the public. People come here to see it. 

Just inside the front of the first structure~ two sets of 
doors, then an open carpeted area; a directory with numbers on 
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couchesg and a desk near the entrance. There are various exits 
from t.his area t.o deeper area wit.hin t.he structure. If you go 
straight ahead you come to a corridor; colcwed lines on the 
floor. Corridor goes for a long ways, connecting rooms and 
offices. People in t.he area are busy; deadlines~ all pretty 
anxious. Males and females; some sort of organization, like 
government related~ a lot. of wandering around from office to 
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area--people wat.ching; it's protected 50 not just anyone can come 
in. Lights in the ceiling. It's like a reception or screening 
area; sometimes people coming in here don't get any further. 
People in the area are walking around, talking, showing a paper 
which has been folded, which gets them permiSSion to what they 
want..to do, then it's put away. To enter this area there is a 
divider or barrier one must walk around. It's like a debriefing 
area, people sitting down talkingJ one person asks quest.ions, 
writes down what t.he answers are, then looks them ever 
afterwards, and files them away. Something to do with 
evaluations, assessments. People here are business-like, mostly 
malem, very officious, busy bodies, bureaucratic, organized. The 
wall in one direction is grey, grainy, soft, seemingly fabric
covered with metal component.s. There are dividers going around, 
yellow on the floor, a table, chairs, heavy weod table, long 
metal cabinets, containers, red colors here; tall upright t.hing, 
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access t.hrouDh the first room just. desc::ribed. Walls are darker 
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decisions are made, where things are decided--a sense of 6 
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it., wit.h a suggestion of concentric ringn and internecting lines 
on it; to t.he right. is somethin0 that. reminds me of a coffee 
maker--alectric, smoot.h, somet.hing t.urns on it., has t.o do with 
light.. To t.he le1=t is a framed rectangular blank s;pt)t~ something 
cylindrical, black, short, and shiny, and something elsa lang, 
rectangular and 1=lat on tap like a sang rectangUlar dresser 
wit.hout drawers. To the rear of ~he ~rea, the wall seems to be 
slanted slightly inward, and somehow translucent., but deep blue 
in coloring, ~it.~ lines in it. ~ 
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